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strain fields[3–5] without fracture. These 
materials are amenable to exquisite 
mechanical manipulation[6,7] with a broad 
tunability inaccessible to bulk or thin-
film materials.[8,9,4] Such capability offers 
unexplored possibilities for probing 
intriguing physics and materials science 
in the 2D limit due to the strong coupling 
of mechanical strain to various internal 
degrees of freedom involving charges, 
photons, and spins for engineering novel 
functionalities.[10–13] Recently, strain engi-
neering in 2D semiconductors, such as 
transition metal dichalcogenides[14–18] and 
black phosphorus[19–22] has been explored 
theoretically[20,23,24] and experimentally 
as an effective approach to rationally 
manipulate the atomic structure, lattice 
vibration, electronic and optical proper-
ties, and device performance of related 
materials.[9,6,25–27,24]

Lattice structure and crystal symmetry 
dictate a 2D semiconductor’s properties and their interaction 
with the external stimuli.[28,29,2,30,31] Many 2D materials with 
reduced symmetry (e.g., BP,[32] ReS2,

[28] Ta2NiS5,
[33] etc.) show 

strong in-plane anisotropy, leading to significant differences 
in property change and material response when the strain is 
applied along different in-plane crystalline directions.[28,29,34,2,31] 
Exploration of the anisotropic strain response and proper-
ties in 2D materials has both scientific (e.g., anisotropic plas-
mons, linear dichroism, etc.)[35,36] and technologic signifi-
cance (e.g., polarization-sensitive detectors,[37,38,36,39] polarized 
imaging devices,[40,29] and high-performance multiaxial strain 
sensors).[28]

2D tellurium (Te), an emerging 2D semiconductor,[41] boasts 
attractive characteristics, such as high carrier mobility, large 
electro-optic activity, superior air-stability, strong spin–orbit 
interaction, chirality-induced Weyl nodes, etc.[42–44,38,45,41,46,47] 
2D Te’s intriguing structure[48,45,41,49] consists of an anisotropic 
chiral-chain crystal lattice. Each Te atom is covalently bonded 
with its two nearest neighbors on the same chain, and the inter-
chain interaction is weaker than the covalent bond.[50] A system-
atic study on the impact of strain engineering on the 2D Te’s 
anisotropic properties will be helpful for both deepening the 
fundamental understanding of this new material and designing 
as well as developing more capable device applications.

Herein, we systematically investigated the strain-engineered 
anisotropic electrical and optical properties in 2D Te, through 

Atomically thin materials, leveraging their low-dimensional geometries and 

superior mechanical properties, are amenable to exquisite strain manipulation 

with a broad tunability inaccessible to bulk or thin-film materials. Such 

capability offers unexplored possibilities for probing intriguing physics and 

materials science in the 2D limit as well as enabling unprecedented device 

applications. Here, the strain-engineered anisotropic optical and electrical 

properties in solution-grown, sub-millimeter-size 2D Te are systematically 

investigated through designing and introducing a controlled buckled 

geometry in its intriguing chiral-chain lattice. The observed Raman spectra 

reveal anisotropic lattice vibrations under the corresponding straining 

conditions. The feasibility of using buckled 2D Te for ultrastretchable strain 

sensors with a high gauge factor (≈380) is further explored. 2D Te is an 

emerging material boasting attractive characteristics for electronics, sensors, 

quantum devices, and optoelectronics. The results suggest the potential 

of 2D Te as a promising candidate for designing and implementing flexible 

and stretchable devices with strain-engineered functionalities.

Atomically thin 2D materials’ low-dimensional geometries 
and superior mechanical properties allow the introduction of 
enormous strain[1,2] (e.g., >1%) as well as complex, designer 
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designing and introducing a controlled buckled geometry in 
solution-grown large area 2D Te crystal. The wavelength and 
amplitude of the buckled geometry, as well as the local strain, 
were characterized by experimental and theoretical studies. The 
observed Raman spectra from the chiral-chain lattice of 2D Te, 
dependent on the magnitude and orientation of the applied 
strains, reveals the anisotropic lattice vibration response under 
the corresponding straining conditions. We further explored 
the feasibility of using buckled 2D Te for ultrastretchable strain 
sensors with a high gauge factor (≈380). Our results suggest the 
potential of 2D Te as a promising candidate for designing and 
implementing flexible electronics,[51–53] wearable sensors,[54,55] 
and deformable optoelectronics.[56–58] The experimental plat-
form can also enable the exquisite mechanical control in 2D 
Te and other 2D materials with substrate-induced, on-demand, 
controlled strains.

Tellurium (Te) hosts a unique chiral-chain structure different 
from the lattices of the widely studied 2D layered materials[59,60] 
(Figure  1a.). The helical chains, stacked through a weak inter-
action,[50,61] consist of covalently bonded Te atoms and exhibit a 
three-fold screw symmetry along the [0001] direction.[62] The high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results in 
Figure 1b resolves such characteristic helical-chain lattice of our 
solution-grown 2D Te, which naturally exhibits geometric ani-
sotropy with the long, straight edge always parallel to the [0001] 
direction[45,41,49] (Figure 1c). Such geometric anisotropy facilitates 
the rapid determination of lattice orientations without using 
sophisticated approaches (e.g., second-harmonic generation[13] 

or reflectance difference microscopy[63]) that are usually required 
for studying other 2D materials.

It should be noted, though, our previous synthesis protocol 
produces trapezoid shape 2D Te with large length (i.e., the 
straight edge along [0001] direction can reach 100–300  µm) 
much larger than the width (i.e., the length along [1210] direc-
tion is around 5–15 µm). To facilitate the fundamental explora-
tion of the anisotropic properties (e.g., mechanical, electrical, 
etc.) along the main in-plane directions (i.e., [0001] and [1210])  
in 2D Te, it would be desirable to synthesize 2D Te flakes with 
larger widths. To this end, we leverage our previous findings[45,41] 
for modulating the dimension and improving the productivity/
yield through controlling growth kinetics and thermodynamics 
in the synthesis process. Details for the modified synthesis 
process can be found in the Experimental Section. Briefly, the 
dimensions and yield of 2D Te flakes were controlled by unrave-
ling the fundamental coupling between three critical synthetic 
parameters: reaction time, precursor concentration, and pH 
value of the reaction solution. Our results show that a mor-
phology evolution with time from 1D structures to 2D forms, 
similar to our previous report,[45] occurs for all the processes 
(Figure  1d–f; and Figures S1–S3, Supporting Information). 
The flakes produced from 20 h reactions are much wider than 
those derived from the 10 h reactions. When the synthesis time 
increases to 30  h, the average widths for the 2D Te flakes are 
similar to those from the 20 h reactions, likely due to the satu-
rated 2D Te crystallization with the consumption of the Te salt[41] 
(Figures S1–S3, Supporting Information). Another important 
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Figure 1. Characterization of 2D Te. a) The crystal structure of tellurium. b) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy image of 2D Te. 
c) Optical microscopy image of 2D Te. d–f) Width modulation for 2D Te. The average values from 8 technical replicates are indicated, and error bars 
represent one standard deviation for each set of replicates.
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synthesis parameter is the mass ratio between the precur-
sors (poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) and Na2TeO3). As shown in 
Figure  1d,f, when we kept constant the growth time and the 
amount of NaOH, an intermediate mass ratio (5:1, Figure  1e) 
leads to a larger average width compared to the other two 
groups where low and high mass ratios are used. As is shown 
in Figure  1e, when 0.02 g NaOH is mixed in the solution, the 
width of the resultant flakes can reach 50 µm, which is among 
the highest value for the reported solution-growth 2D mate-
rials.[64–66] Figure S2 (Supporting Information) shows that these 
Te flakes have widths ranging from 20 to 50 µm and length up 
to 100 µm, which significantly facilitates the subsequent device 
fabrication and characterization along different crystal direc-
tions. The dependence of the width modulation on the mass 
ratio could be understood by examining the different surface 
energies of the Te crystal structure, as well as the different PVP 
capping effects on the Te crystal surfaces.[45,41] When a small 
amount of PVP is used (Figure  1d), the homogeneous nuclea-
tion of Te can occur without sufficient passivation, consuming 
resources for subsequent growth. Ostwald ripening of the Te 
nuclei is consequently short, which leads to the smaller flake 
sizes than samples that were grown with higher PVP concentra-
tion (Figure 1f). However, when a higher PVP concentration is 
used, the excessive passivation of the Te crystal facets with PVP 

limits the crystal growth process. Additionally, we found that 
the pH value of the reaction solution also affects the width con-
trol. The results in Figure 1d suggest that when the pH of the 
reaction solution is ≈10–11 (when 0.02–0.03 g NaOH is added), 
the obtained 2D Te flakes possess the largest widths. The same 
trend can also be observed when the mass ratio between PVP 
and Na2TeO3 is 2.5: 1 and 10:1, respectively (Figure 1e,f). For the 
nucleation and growth of Te crystal in alkaline media, it has been 
reported that the reaction rate would decrease with the increased 
concentration of NaOH[41] (Supporting Equations). The lower 
reaction rate in the solution with higher NaOH concentration is 
thought to be responsible for the formation of seeds with larger 
dimensions.[67] After the Ostwald ripening, the larger seeds lead 
to the larger crystal size. Moreover, our previous work revealed 
the inhomogeneous growth of 2D Te with a suitable amount of 
PVP capping agent.[41] These processes collectively lead to the 
observed large 2D Te flakes in the reaction with higher NaOH 
concentration. Meanwhile, It has been reported that Te will react 
with NaOH when the concentration of NaOH is excessive.[68] 
Therefore, the dissolution of Te in NaOH leads to 2D Te with 
small width with an excess amount of NaOH.

The fabrication process of buckled 2D Te is depicted in 
Figure 2a. First, poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrate was 
stretched with a controlled prestrain (the Experimental Section). 
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Figure 2. Fabrication and topography characterization of buckled 2D Te. a) Schematic procedure of fabricating the 2D wavy geometry on PDMS. 
b) Optical microscopy image of the 2D Te without buckling and with buckling along different directions. c) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the 
wavy 2D Te. d) Abaqus calculation results of the strain distribution on buckling 2D Te. The colored bar on the left-hand side indicates the intensity of 
the strain. e–g) The wavelength, amplitude, and peak strain of the buckling 2D Te with different prestrain. The average values from 5 technical replicates 
are indicated, and error bars represent one standard deviation for each set of replicates.
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Then, the as-synthesized 2D Te was transferred on the PDMS 
by a Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) method.[45,41] After the prestrain 
was released, a periodic “wavy” topography was formed along 
the stretching direction.[3,6] As is shown in Figure  2a, λ and 
A represent the wavelength and amplitude for the wrinkle, 
respectively. Additionally, the “wavy” direction can be crum-
pled along different crystal directions through the orientation-
deterministic transfer of the 2D Te crystals on the prestrained 
substrates (Figure 2b). With controlled prestrain direction, the 
2D Te flake can be buckled along [0001] and [1210] directions. 
Contact-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to 
probe the wavelength, amplitude, and thickness of the buckled 
2D Te. The inset in Figure  2c shows the AFM result of the 
buckled 2D Te on a PDMS substrate with a 20% prestrain. Typ-
ical AFM results for samples with different prestrain values are 
shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information). The line-scan 
results show that this buckled 2D Te (from the 20% prestrain 
substrate) has a wavelength of 3 µm, an amplitude of 0.55 µm, 
and a thickness of 28.1 nm. Using these measured parameters, 
we have simulated the strain distribution in this wavy 2D Te 
using finite-element-method (Abaqus). The analysis in Figure 
S5 (Supporting Information) indicates that the shear force at 
the interface between PDMS and 2D Te confines the 2D Te in 
the wavy buckled shape. Such shearing force results in the shift 
of the neutral mechanical plane toward the bottom of the 2D 
Te film near the crest region and toward the top of the 2D Te 
film near the valley region (Figure S5, Supporting Informa-
tion). As a result, the tensile regions along the entire buckled 
2D Te are larger than the compress regions (Figure S5, Sup-
porting Information), and the peak strain locates at the crest 
regions of the buckled flake (Figure 2d). As shown in Figure 2c, 
the buckled configuration can be modeled using a nonlinear 
finite deformation theory model.[6,4] Figure  2e,f depicts the 
detailed quantitative profile of the 2D Te in the wavy configura-
tion. A general comparison of the flakes withstanding different 
prestrain values shows that the wavelength decreases from 3.2 
to 2.8  µm. In comparison, the amplitude increases from 0.15 
to 0.4  µm when the prestrain is increased from 5% to 20% 
(indicated by the open squares in Figure 2e,f). Here, the elas-
tomeric PDMS substrate undergoes a significant strain and can 
be modeled as a Neo-Hookean solid using the 2nd Kirchhoff 
stress formation.[25,69] Through energy minimization, the final 
buckled configuration can be modeled using a cosine function 
as per the finite deformation mechanics theory.[6,69] The profile 
of the buckled 2D Te structure can then be described by ampli-
tude and wavelength as[70,6,4,69]
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is the thickness of 2D Te, εpre is the prestrain, fE  and 
s

E  repre-
sent the plane strain modulus of 2D Te and substrate, respec-
tively. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the PDMS 
substrate are Es  =  2  MPa and Vs  =  0.5, which are dependent 
on the curing process.[71,72] As is discussed in the previous 
work.[73] the fE  and s

E  is rather insensitive to small variation 
of Poisson’s ratio between nanomaterials and its bulk status, so 

the Poisson’s ratio value Vf  =  0.33 of bulk tellurium given in 
the literature[74] is applied here. Equation  (1) indicates that we 
can derive Young’s modulus of 2D Te flakes from the relation-
ship between the buckling wavelength λ and the flake thick-
ness h. To this end, we used three different flakes with 28.1 
26.2, 35.7  nm thickness, and determined Young’s moduli of 
the flakes are 50.74, 43.45, and 48.02  GPa, respectively (Table 
S1, Supporting Information), which shows slightly higher value 
than buck Te (40  GPa).[75] The model represented by Equa-
tion (1 has been plotted in Figure 2e,f (dashed lines), which fit 
well with the experimental data. The peak strain induced in the 
buckled 2D Te can then be expressed by
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determined Young’s modulus (50.74 GPa for 28.1 nm thick Te 
flake) is used here. The resultant relationship between εpeak and 
εpre is depicted by the dashed line in Figure 2g. Meanwhile, we 
can also experimentally evaluate the peak strain induced in the 
buckled 2D Te flakes, based on the measured AFM topography 
images (e.g., Figure  2c) and the following expression (see the 
Experimental Section)
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where h is the thickness of 2D Te. Using the measured ampli-
tude (A) and wavelength (λ), we determine that the peak strain 
is 0.64%, 0.98%, 1.45%, and 1.53% when 5%, 10%, 15%, and 
20% prestrains were applied (Figure 2g). These experimentally 
determined values also fall close to the theoretically predicted 
curve (Figure 2g).

We next characterized the anisotropic optical properties 
of the strained 2D Te with Raman spectroscopy at room tem-
perature (see the Experimental Section). Raman spectroscopy 
(Figure S6, Supporting Information) has been widely adopted 
to probe the surface vibrational modes and image the strain dis-
tribution in 2D materials.[14,9,76] The Raman spectra in Figure 3a 
shows the two main Raman-active modes locating at 118.9 cm−1 
(A1-mode), and 138.8  cm−1 (E2-mode) for a 28  nm  thick 
unbuckled flat 2D Te flake. These two peak positions are slightly 
smaller than those from strain-free 2D Te flakes with similar 
thickness.[77–80] Such a slight shift for the A1-mode and E2-mode 
peaks is likely due to the existence of residual stress introduced 
from the transfer[81] and LB assembly[82–84] processes. In our 
experiment, we maintain the same parameters for all transfer 
and LB assembly steps. The A1-mode peak located at 118.9 cm−1 
corresponds to the chain expansion in the basal plane vertically 
to [0001] helical chain. The E2-mode peak locates at 138.8 cm−1 
is caused by the asymmetric stretching along the [0001] helical 
chain[45,41] (Figure  3b). In our work, the incident laser light 
impinges vertically onto the substrate, and we obtain the peak 
frequency of each mode by Lorentz function fitting. Figure 3c 
shows the optical image of the buckled 28  nm  thick Te flake 
with a 20% prestrain. The area highlighted with green dashed 

Adv. Mater. 2020, 2002342
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lines (10 × 10 µm2) was selected for the scanning Raman spectra 
mapping with 1 µm resolution. The resultant mapping for the 
Raman shift for A1 and E2 modes are shown in Figure  3d,e, 
respectively. These contour plots show that the periodically 
varying strain is consistent over the entire wavy geometry in 
Figure  3c. The red region (higher frequency than the original 
peaks in Figure 3a) and the blue area (lower frequency than the 
original peaks in Figure  3a) in Figure  3d,e indicate that uni-
axial tensile and compressive strains are induced at the valley 
and the crest regions of the buckled 2D Te, which is consistent 
with our previous study.[43] We can also observe in Figure 3d,e,  
the gradual decrease of the frequency from the crest toward the 
valley regions, which manifests the strain distribution in the 
entire area. On the other hand, the scanning Raman spectra 
mapping for 2D Te under [1210] direction strain has also been 

performed (Figure S7, Supporting Information). We found the 
that [1210] strain hardly introduce the periodical Raman shift as 
is in the case for the [0001] strain.

Next, we conducted a quantitative analysis for the Raman 
spectra shift of buckled 2D Te (Figure S8, Supporting Infor-
mation). As is shown in Figure 3f,g, the two modes show red-
shift with increased prestrains in the substrate. For A1-mode, 
the Raman frequency shifts 1.7  cm−1 when 20% prestrain was 
applied. The slope of the shift is ≈1.1% under uniaxial tensile 
strains along the [0001] direction (Figure 3f). The E2-mode has 
a redshift with a slope of 1.2% under uniaxial tensile strains 
(Figure  3g). As a comparison, we examined the Raman shift 
when the prestrain was applied along the [1210] direction. Dif-
ferent from the Raman response in [0001] direction, both A1 
and E2 modes have shown no apparent Raman shift even the 

Adv. Mater. 2020, 2002342

Figure 3. Anisotropic optical property of the buckled 2D Te. a) Typical Raman spectra of the 2D Te crystal. b) Schematic shows the main Raman-active 
modes in 2D Te. c) Optical image of the buckled 2D Te. d,e) Scanning Raman spectroscopy maps plotting of the A1 and E2 mode peak frequen-
cies. f,g) The Raman shift of the A1 and E2 modes under [0001] direction strain. h,i) Raman shifts of the A1 and E2 modes under [12 10] direction strain. 
The average values from 3 technical replicates are indicated, and error bars represent one standard deviation for each set of replicates.
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prestrain was increased to 20%. (Figure 3h,i), which is similar 
to the previous work.[43] The different responses in the Raman 
spectra when prestrains were applied along different directions 
can be understood by examining the intrinsic vibration modes 
and the electro-optic interactions in Te. When the prestrain 
was applied along the [0001] direction, tensile, and compressive 
strains were induced along the [0001] direction in the crest and 
valley regions, respectively, of the buckled 2D Te. As a result, 
the TeTe covalent bond at the surface of 2D-Te was elon-
gated (at the crest) or shortened (at the valley) along the [0001] 
direction, which weakens or enhances the interatomic interac-
tion.[85,32,86] The asymmetric stretching of Te atoms along the 
[0001] helical chain direction hence became softening or hard-
ening, leading to the decreased (at the crest) or increased (at 
the valley) vibration frequency of E2 mode, which has also been 
observed in other 2D materials.[87,76] Meanwhile, this softening 
(or hardening) effect introduce weaker(or stronger) Te atoms 
oscillating perpendicular to the basal plane, which is similar 
to other 2D materials,[14] resulting in a decreased (or increased) 
vibration frequency of the Te helical chain expansion, which is 
associated with the A1 mode.[88] On the other hand, the inter-
chain interaction (along [1210] directions) is weaker than cova-
lent bond.[62] When the prestrain was applied along the [1210] 
direction, tensile, and compressive strains were induced along 
the [1210] direction in the crest and valley regions, respectively, 
of the buckled 2D Te. However, the absence of covalent bond 
along the [1210] direction[61] and larger space (the intrachain 
between neighboring Te atoms is 0.29 nm, while the interchain 

distance is 0.35  nm) along this direction makes the external 
strain to be released without significant bond and bond angle 
change compared to the [0001] case (see our density functional 
theory (DFT) calculation results in Table S2, Supporting Infor-
mation). Moreover, it has been revealed by the previous litera-
ture[89] that the optical activity along [0001] direction is higher 
than that in the [1210] direction in tellurium. Consequently, the 
A1 and E2 vibration mode hardly show Raman response along 
the [1210] direction.

We further investigated the anisotropic strain-engineered 
electrical transport along different directions in buckled 2D Te 
(Figure 4). To this end, we fabricated a stretchable two-terminal 
strain sensor based on a single buckled 2D Te with source and 
drain electrodes, all fabricated on a prestrained PDMS sub-
strate (Figure  4a). As is shown in Figure  4a inset, the 2D Te 
strain sensor with a 20% prestrain can withstand tensile strains 
up to 20%. On the contrary, the 2D Te flake transferred to an 
unstrained PDMS substrate was permanently destroyed when 
the tensile strain was applied up to 20% (Figure S9, Supporting 
Information). During the strain-engineered electrical trans-
port measurement (Figure 4), the current–voltage (I–V) curves 
from the 2D Te device was recorded as the released PDMS 
substrate was uniaxially stretched. The strain values shown 
in Figure  4 indicate such applied strains (ε in Figure  4). As 
is shown in Figure  4a inset, the buckling morphology in the 
2D Te (thickness 28 nm, Figure S10, Supporting Information) 
decreases with the increased applied strain. When a 20% strain 
was applied, the 2D Te was stretched back to the flat shape 
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Figure 4. Anisotropic electrical property and strain-sensing capability of the buckled 2D Te. a) The current–voltage curve of the 2D Te with buckling in 
[0001] direction. b) The current–voltage curve of the 2D Te with buckling in [12 10] direction. c) The gauge factor of the 2D Te strain sensor with buckling 
and straining in [0001] and [12 10] direction, respectively. d) The resistance change value when the as-fabricated sensor experiences the applied strain 
from 2.5% to 21.5%. e,f) Calculation results of the bandgap change when the tensile strain is applied.
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(Figure  4a). The I–V characteristics of the device under dif-
ferent strains along [0001] direction is shown in Figure 4a. The 
source–drain current (Ids) was measured with a fixed source 
voltage from 0 to 2  V. It can be seen that Ids decreases from 
9.8  ×  10−7 to 2.5  ×  10−7 A (Vd  =  2  V) when the applied strain 
increases from 0% to 20%. We also performed similar charac-
terization for devices fabricated with 2D Te flakes where the 
buckling is formed along [1210] direction (Figure  4b inset, 
the flake thickness is 29 nm (Figure S10, Supporting Informa-
tion). The I–V characteristics of such devices under different 
strains along [1210] direction are shown in Figure 4b. We found 
that the drain current decreases from 1.4 × 10−6 to 2.3 × 10−7 A  
with the applied substrate strain increases from 0% to 20% 
(Figure 4b). To evaluate and compare the strain effect on mod-
ulating the electrical transport in Figure  4a,b, we plotted the 
corresponding gauge factors (GF) for both cases (Figure 4c). GF 
is a widely used figure of merit for evaluating the sensitivity of 
strain sensors, which relates the change in electrical resistance 
to the applied strain,[90] through

ε( )= ∆ / /GF R R
 (4)

where ∆R/R is the normalized change in the measured electrical 
resistance, and ε is the applied strain. In the calculation, we 
derived the channel resistance (excluding the Schottky contacts) 
of the 2D Te devices by fitting the measured I–V characteristics, 
following the reported approaches.[91] The gauge factors of the 
buckled 2D Te for each direction with different strains are sum-
marized in Figure  4c. We could derive the local strain on the 

2D Te crystal by ε
π

λ
=2D Te

peak
2

2

Ah
 as we mentioned before. Com-

bined with the resistance change, we plotted the GF of the 2D 
Te with local strain in Figure 4c. The GF in [1210] can be up to 
380, which shows high sensitivity for strain sensor application 
(Table S3, Supporting Information). Furthermore, we extracted 
the resistance change (the difference of current resistance and 
the initial resistance, resistance change = Rx − R0) as a function 
of strain (Figure 4d). It is evident that the resis tance change in 

[1210] direction is more substantial than that in [0001] direction. 
After the applied strain exceeds 20%, the resistance changes for 
both directions start to decrease (Figure 4d). This phenomenon 
is due to the strain-induced bandgap change. As we discussed 
previously, tensilely strained regions (the crest areas) dominate 
in the buckled 2D Te when the applied substrate strain (ε in 
Figure 4) is low (e.g., < 20%). Our simulation results (Figure 4e) 
suggest that tensile strains reduce the bandgap of 2D Te and 
thus make the device more conductive than the ones made 
with unbuckled flake 2D Te flakes due to the piezoresistance 
effect.[28,55] Meanwhile, the increased applied strain on the 
device reduces the buckling amplitude and local tensile strains 
experienced by the 2D Te in the crest regions. The continuously-
decreased local tensile strains lead to the increased resistance 
observed in Figure  4d. After the applied strain exceeds 20%, 
the flat 2D Te starts to experience a global tensile strain within 
the flake, which contributes to the observed resistance reduc-
tion (for strains larger than 20%) in Figure 4e; and Figure S11 
(Supporting Information). To understand the observed differ-
ence in GF for different crystal directions, we employed DFT 
(see the Experimental Section) to calculate the bandgap change 

in different crystal directions. As is shown in Figure  4f, when 
0% tensile strain was applied, bandgap in both directions show 
the same value of 0.55  eV. As the tensile strain increases to 
1.0%, the bandgap decreases to 0.54 eV for tensile strain along 
the [0001] direction, while the bandgap decreases to 0.50 eV for 
tensile strain along the [1210] direction. With the tensile strain 
increases to 1.5%, the bandgap for Te under strain along the 
[0001] and [1210] directions become 0.53 and 0.49  eV, respec-
tively. Such orientation-dependent and strain-induced bandgap 
change also contributes to the observed anisotropic GF and 
strain responses in Figure 4c.

In summary, we systematically investigated the strain-engi-
neered anisotropic electrical and optical properties in 2D Te, 
through applying a facile buckling strategy to solution-grown 
large area 2D Te crystal. The observed Raman spectra from the 
chiral-chain lattice of 2D Te reveals the anisotropic lattice vibra-
tion under the corresponding straining conditions. We further 
explored the feasibility of using buckled 2D Te for ultras-
tretchable strain sensors with a high gauge factor. Our results 
suggest the potential of 2D Te as a promising candidate for 
designing and implementing flexible and wearable functional 
devices.

Experimental Section

Synthesis of 2D Te: The synthesis of high-quality 2D Te has previously 
been described. In the typical hydrothermal synthesis, 0.101  g of 
Na2TeO3 and 0.5  g of PVP (Mw  = 55 000) were put into a Teflon-lined 
stainless-steel autoclave and dissolved in double-distilled water under 
vigorous magnetic stirring to form a homogeneous solution at room 
temperature. After that, hydrazine hydrate and NaOH were added 
sequentially into the mixed solution under vigorous magnetic stirring. 
The container was closed and maintained at 180 °C for 30 h. Then, the 
autoclave was cooled naturally to room temperature.

LB Transfer of 2D Te: The 2D Te nanoflake monolayers can be 
transferred to PDMS substrates by the LB technique. The washed 2D Te 
were mixed with N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), and CHCl3. Then the 
above solution was dropped into the deionized water. After 30 min, the 
monolayer 2D Te can be transferred to any substrates.

Localization Strain Calculation by the Thin-Film Geometry: The shape 
of the wavy 2D Te could be expressed by a simple sine function, 
y = (A/2)∙sin(kx) (k  = 2π/λ). The peak strain occurs at the peaks of 
the waves can be calculated using ε =

h

R22D Te
peak

c
, where h is the 2D 

Te thickness, and Rc is the radius of curvature at the peak, which is 

given by 
1

|c (2 1)

2

R
y x

n

k

= −
′′ π

= ±
−





 where n is an integer and y” is the second 

derivative of y with respect to x. Then the peak strain can be expressed 

by ε π

λ
=

Ah
2D Te
peak

2

2
.

Raman Spectra: Angle-resolved Raman spectra were measured 
at room temperature. Raman signal was excited by 633  nm HeNe 
laser. The incident light comes in along [10 10] direction, which is 
perpendicular to the Te flake. A linear polarizer was placed in front of 
the spectrometer to polarize reflected light in the same direction with 
incident light.

DFT Calculation: Electronic structure and phonon properties 
calculations are performed using the augment projector wave method[92] 
implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) version 
5.4.4.[93,94] OptPBE-vdW was chosen to be the exchange and correlation 
functional.[95] To fully optimize the structure, the cutoff energy of plane 
wave was 400  eV, and a 5 × 5 × 3 Gamma-centered k-point grid was 
taken to sample the first Brillouin zone. The force convergence setting 
was taken to be 0.01 eV Å−1 on each atom. The electronic wavefunction 
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convergence criterion is 10−8 eV. A 3-atom hexagonal unit cell was used 
for model Te crystal.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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